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Abstract

The principle of laser wakefield particle acceleration has
been tested by the Nd:glass laser system providing a short
pulse with a power of 10 TW and a duration of 1 ps. Elec-
trons accelerated up to 18 MeV/c have been observed by
injecting 1 MeV/c electrons emitted from a solid target by
an intense laser impact. The accelerating field gradient of
30 GeV/m is inferred.

1 INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been a great interest in laser-plasma ac-
celerators as possible next generation particle accelerators
because of their potential for ultrahigh accelerating gradi-
ents and compact size compared with conventional acceler-
ators. It is known that the laser pulse is capable of exciting
a plasma wave propagating at a phase velocity close to the
velocity of light by means of beating two-frequency lasers
or an ultrashort laser pulse [1]. These schemes came to
be known as the Beat Wave Accelerator (BWA) for beat-
ing lasers or as the Laser Wakefield Accelerator (LWFA)
for a short pulse laser. Experimental activities around the
world have focused on the BWA scheme using COj and
Nd:glass lasers[2], primarily because of lack of intense ul-
trashort pulse lasers till recently. A possible advantage in
the BWA is efficient excitation of plasma waves due to res-
onance between the beat frequency of two lasers and the
plasma frequency. On the other hand, a fine adjustment of
the beat frequency with the plasma frequency is necessary.
In the meantime, the LWFA does not rely on the resonant
excitation of plasma waves so that a fine tuning of the
plasma density is not absolutely necessary. Furthermore
a new prospect of the LWFA are proposed, that is called
"self-modulated-LWFA" [3] in which the self-modulation
of the laser pulse is accompanied by the resonant excita-
tion of wakefields behind the pulse. In the LWFA scheme,
however, no experiment is reported on the wakefield exci-
tation and its acceleration of particles to date. This letter
reports a first experimental result on the laser wakefield
acceleration and on evidence of self-modulated wakefield
mechanism.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this experiment[4], the laser pulse if delivered by the
Nd:glass laser system [5] capable of generating the peak
power up to 30 TW with a pulse duration of 1 ps. This
laser sytem is based on the technique of chirped pulse am-
plification. A low energy pulse of 20 nj with 130 p» du-
ration from the mode-locked oscillator is passed through a
single mode fiber of a 1.85 km length to produce a linear
frequency chirp. The long linearly chirped pulse is split
into two pulse* each of which is amplified to the maximum
energy of 40 J through each broad bandwidth amplifier-
chain. One of amplified pulses with 200 ps duration and
1.8 nm bandwidth is compressed to 1 pi duration by a pair
of gratings. The other uncompressed pulse is focused on
the solid target to produce an electron beam.

The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1.
The laser beam with a 140 nua diameter from the com-
pression stage is focused by a 3.1 m focal length lens of
f/22 into the vacuum chamber filled with a He gas to a
spot size of 80 /im. The peak intensity of the order of 1017

W/cm2 can be achieved so that a fully ionized plasma can
be created in a fast time scale (< 10 6) due to the tun-
neling ionization process. The threshold intensity for the
onset of tunneling ionization is 8.8 x 10" W/cm3 for He2+

ion [6]. With a 10 TW laser pulse focused into the He gas,
the fully ionized plasma can be produced over more than
60 mm around the beam waist. The compressor grating-
pair, the 10* mirror and the focusing lens are installed in
the vacuum vessel connected to the vacuum chamber for
the acceleration experiment. For creation of a low density
plasma, a gas was statically filled with the flow controlled
valve. For the high density plasma experiment, & He gas
was filled with the supersonic gas-jet injector.

Electrons for acceleration are produced from an alu-
minum solid target irradiated by the amplified 200 ps laser
pulse. The p— polarized laser beam with 140 mm diameter
is focused with a 1.6 m focal length lens to a spot size of
40 ftm diameter onto the aluminum rod of 6 mm diameter.
The peak intensity then exceeds 10 l s W/cm2 for 20 J irra-
diation. The target rod of 60 mm length is mounted on the
plunger head inside the vacuum chamber. Hot electrons
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Abstract 

The principle of 1雌 rwake!ield particle acceleration haa 
beent国 tedby the Nd:glaas 1幽 ersystem providing a .hort 
pu1ae with a power of 10 TW  and a duration of 1 p.. Elec-
trons accelerated up to 18 MeV Ic have been obeerved by 
injecting 1 MeV Ic electrons emitted from a solid target by 
an intense I雌 rimpact. The accelerating field graclient of 
30 GeV /m is inferred. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recent1y the民 haabeen agr明 tinterωt泊laaer-pl舗 maac-
celera:ぬr9担 pωsiblenext generation particle accelerators 
because of their potential for ultrahigh acceleraもinggradi-
ents岨 d∞mpactsize compared wiもhconventional acceler-
ato悶.It is known that the 1回 erpulse is capab1e of exciting 
apl回 mawave propagating at a ph由時間locityc1α措 tothe 
velocity of Iight by means of beating two-frequency la誕問

。ran ultraahort 1蹴 rpulse (1). Th目 schem国 C副官 to
be known回 theBeat Wave Accelera:tor (BWA) for beat-
ing 1鵬 rsor岨 theL回 erWake!ield Accelerator (LWFA) 
for a short pulse laser. Experimental activities around the 
world have r.ロcusedon the BWA scheme using CO2副 d
Nd:gl醐 lasers[21，primarily because of lack of intense ul-
白血hortpulse la且 rstill recently. A p団 畠ibleadvantage in 
the BWA ia ef置cientexcitation of pl掴 maw即時sdue to r国・

onance between the beat frequency of two 1&障問 andthe 
plaama frequency. On the other hand， a !ine adjustment of 
the beat frequency with the plasma frequency is ne嶋崎町y.
Inもhemeantime， the LWFA do田 notrely on the r蝿。na:nt
exdtation of plaama wa開 S80 that a fine tuning of the 
plasma density is not absolutely nec.国 sary.Furthermo開

a new prω.pect of the LWFA are proposed， that is cal1ed 
"selιmodulated-LWFA"開 inwhich the self-modulation 
of the la町 pulseis accompanied by the resonant excita-
tion of wake!ields behind the pulse. In the LWFA民 heme，
however， no experiment is reported on the wake!ield exci-
tation and its acceleration of particlE8 to date. This letter 
reports & first experimental result on the加erwakefield 
&cceleration and on evidence of田 lιmodulatedwakefield 
mechanIlm. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In this experiment[4]， the 1雌 rpulae II deli時間dby the 
Nd:glau laser .y.tem [司 capableof pnera:ting the peak 
power up to 30 TW  with a pulae duration of 1 pI. Th担
la腸 rIl'tem II baaed on the腿chniqueor chirped pulae町n-
pli自cati側. A low energy pulae of 20 nJ with 130 PI du・
ration Crom the mode-Iocked舗 cillatorII p幽 edthrough a ・inglemode fiber of & 1.86 km lengthωproduce & Iinear 
frequency chirp. The long linearly chirped pulee il Iplit 
into two pule伺 eachor which il ampli自edωthelnUimum 
energy or 40 J through e&ch broad bandwidtb amplifier-
chain. One of amplified pullel with 200 PI dUfatioa. and 
1.8 nm bandwidth II∞mpr国民dto 1 PI duration by & p&ir 
of gratings. The other uncompre圃edpulae II foc:u・edon
the回Iidtarget to produ開&11e1ectron bea:m. 
The experimental aetup II町 hema:ticallyぬ。wninFiS.l. 

The laser beam with a 140町叫 diameterfrom the ωm-
P闇 sionstage is focused by a 3.1 m focalleugtb lena of 
f/22 into the vlLCuum c1tamber filled with & He gu句 a
apot size of 80μm. The pealt. intensity of the order of 1017 

W Icm2 can be &chieved回 that& fully Ionized plum &  cua 
be created in a faat ti即 叫e(:; 10 Cs) due句 thetun-
neling ionization proc国 s.The thr明 holdintenaity for the 
onset of tunneling ionization is 8.8 x 101& W Icm~ for He齢
i印刷.With a 10 TW laaer pu1se focused into the He lu， 
the fully Ionized pl幽 macan be produced over mo開 thua
60 mm around the beam waist. The com抑国同rglatins-
pair， the 10・sUrrorand the focusing 1ens ve in.~・lled in 
the vlLCuum v.剖鴎1connected ωthe vacuum c1ta:mber for 
the acceleration experiment. For creatIon of a low density 
pl回 ma，ag幽 W掴 staticallyfilled with the fiow controlled 
valve‘For the high density pl舗 maexperiment， & He gu 
wωfilled with the 8upersonic g砕 jeti吋ector.

Electrons for acceleration are produced from an叫u-
minum solid target irradiated by the凹 ¥plified200 ps 1回 er
pu1ae. The p-polarized la酎 bea:mwith 140 mm di副鴎加

II Cocused with a 1.6 m focal 1ength lE:nl to & apot・Il:eor 
40μm diameter ont。ぬealuminum rod of6 mm diameter. 
The peak intensity then exc鴨 da1010 W Icm2 for 20 J Ifra-
diation. The tarpt rod oC60 mm 1ength il m側目ted叩 the
plunger head inaide the vacuum charnber. 1I0t e1ectro嗣
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup.

emitted from the target are injected into the waist of the 1
ps pulse laser beam through the 90° bending magnet with
appropriate edge angles so as to achieve double focusing
of an electron beam. Since the electron beam length is at
short as the 200 ps laser pulse duration, the optical path
length of the 200 ps laser pulse is adjusted so that the
1 ps laser pulse should overlap with electrons at the focus
within ±100 ps. Electrons within momentum spread of 0.2
MeV/c are collimated at the focus. Electrons trapped by
wakeflelds are accelerated in the beam waist of twice the
Rayleigh length, « 10 mm. The momentum of electron is
analyzed by the dipole field of the magnetic spectrometer
placed in the exit of the interaction chamber. The spec-
trometer covers the momentum range of 5.6 —19.5 MeV/c
at the dipole field of 3.9 kG. The momentum resolution
of the spectrometer is typically 1.0 MeV/c per channel at
the 3.9 kG bending field. Upon exiting the vacuum cham-
ber of a vertical aperture 15 mm through a 100 pm thick
Capton window, electrons are detected by the array of 32
scintillation counters placed at the image plane of the spec-
trometer. The detector is sensitive to a single minimum
ionizing particle. The noise level of the detector was less
than 1 ADC count. The probability of counting a cosmic
ray in coincidence with a laser shot is estimated to be less
than 10~8 for each detector. The background x rays are
detected by 4 scintillation counters placed around the vac-
uum chamber to monitor electron intensity. The vacuum
chamber is shielded by 4 mm thick lead sheets to reduce
the flux of background x rays. The back of the detector
is entirely surrounded by 50 mm thick lead bricks so that
the background signal levels were reduced down to a few
ADC counts.

3 ELECTRON PRODUCTION

In the beginning of this experiment, the electron pro-
duction has been carried out by using only the 200 ps
laser pulse. The momentum distribution of produced elec-

200 mm

trons was measured with the spectrometer for the injection
bending field set to 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 MeV/c. The most of
electrons were observed with the spectrometer let to 380 G
for the injection bending field set to 340 G (1 MeV/c as 0.6
MeV kinetic energy). A number of electrons along with nu-
merous x rays were produced above the pulse energy of 20
i. The observed signal leveb above 2 MeV/c were ai small
as noise levels. The absolute number of produced electron*
with momentum of 0.86 ± 0.24 MeV/c is estimated to be
~ 5 x 104 in the interaction region. This result is consis-
tent with the experimental data on the superthermal elec-
tron production in laser-plasma interaction[7]. The flux of
electrons above 2 MeV/c ( « 1.6 MeV kinetic energy) is
expected to be at most 10~4 lower than that of 1 MeV/c
electrons.

4 LOW DENSITY EXPERIMENTS
In the acceleration experiment the injection bending field
was set to 1 MeV/c. The momentum distribution of elec-
tron signals was measured for 8 TW focused into a static
fill of 50 mTorr of He gas as shown in Fig. 2. The electron
density of a fully ionized plasma is 3.5 x 10" cm"5 at this
pressure. The spectrum of electrons measured at 50 mTorr
is distinguished from the data measured for 7 TW injected
into an evacuated chamber at 5.2 x 10~5 Torr. No energetic
electrons above 2 MeV/c were observed when both the 200
ps pulse and the 1 ps pulse were injected in the evacuated
chamber. The momentum spectra of accelerated electrons
has been inferred by integrating equations of 3-D electron
motion. In a higher momentum tail of the spectrum, the
simulation results are in good agreement with the experi-
mental data points obtained for 8 TW injection. The data
obtained from the evacuated condition are also roughly in
agreement with the momentum spectrum of injected elec-
trons approximated by a Gaussian distribution. The sim-
ulation indicates that injected electrons were accelerated
by the excited plasma wave of the peak accelerating gradi-
ent of 0.7 GeV/m. An estimate of the number of electrons
accelerated up to higher momenta than 2 MeV/c results
in ~ 100, assuming the evacuated data as background.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental碑 tup.

erIUtted from the target are i吋ecω<'inωthewaist ofthe 1 
ps pu¥se la届 rbeam through the 90・bendingmagnet with 
appropriate edge angles so回 toachieve double focu・ing
of飢 electronbeam. Since the electron beam length il u 
short u the 200 ps I回 erpu¥se duration， the optical p，ath 
length of the 200 ps 1回 erpu¥se泊叫jωted10 that the 
1 ps 1回 erpu¥se should overlap with electrons at the focu・
within土1ωps.Electrons within momentum spread ofO.2 
MeV/c are collimated at the focus. Electrons trapped by 
wakefields are叫 celeratedin tbe beam waist of twice tbe 
Rayleigb length，同 10mm. The momentum of electron is 
副aJyzedby the dipole field of the magnetic spectrometer 
placed in the exit of the interaction chamber. The spec-
trometer covers the momentum range of 5.6 -19.5 MeV Ic 
at the dipole field of 3.9 kG. The molT阻ntumr田口，Iution
of the spectrometer is typicaJly 1.0 MeV Ic per channel at 
the 3.9 kG bending field. Upon exiting the vacuum cham-
ber of a vertical aperture 15 mm through a 100μm thick 
Capωn window， electrons are detected by the array of 32 
sci ntillation∞unters placed at the image plane of the spec-
trolT時ter.The detector is sensitive to a single rIUnimum 
ionizing particle. The noise level of the detector w岨 less
than 1 ADC count. The probability of counting a c句rIUC
ray in∞incidence with a laser shot is個 timatedto be less 
than 10-8 for each detector. The background x rays are 
detected by 4 scintillation counters placed around the 明~
uum chamber to monitor electron intensity. The vacuum 
chamber is shielded by 4 mm thick lead sheetsωreduce 
the自uxof b叫 kgroundx rays. The back of the detector 
is entirely surrounded by 50 mm thick lead bricks 10 that 
the background signal levels were reduced down to a 島w
ADC counts. 

3 ELECTRON PRODUCTION 

In the beginning of this experiment， the electron pr争
duction h回 beencarried out by using only the 200 ps 
luer pul鴎.The momentum distribution of prod uced elec-
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trons w回 me岨 uredwith the spectrometer for the i吋ection
bending field set ω0ム 1，2，飢d3 MeV/c. The mωt of 
electrons wl!re observed with the spectrometer・etto380G
for the injection bending field set to 340 G (1 MeV le同 0.6
MeV kinetic energy). A number of electron. &lon， with IlU・
meroUl x rays were produced ・bovethe pul民 energyof20
J. The ob.erved ・ignallevellabove 2 MeV Ic were副館叫l
unoi民 levell.The abωlute number of produeed electroDl 
with momentum of 0.86土0.24MeV Ic II舗timatedto be 
何 5X 104 in the interaction region. Thi. relult II COI¥III-
tent with the experimental data on the lupertherm&l elec-
tron production in laser-pluma interaction(7). The flux of 
electrons above 2 MeV Ic (同1.6MeV kinetic energy)泊

expected to be at most 10-4 lower than that of 1 MeV le 
electrons. 

4 LOW DENSITY EXPERn刈ENTS

In the叫 celerationexperiment the inj民 tionbending field 
W副副ぬ 1MeV Ic. The momentum distribution of elec-
tron signa¥s w副官官掴uredfor 8 TW  focused into a Itatic 
fill of 50 mTorr of He g回 ushow阻inFig. 2. The electr岨
density of a fully ionized pl回 mais 3.5 x 1011 em-3 at th泊
pressure. The spectrum of electrona meuured at切 mThrl
is distinguished from the data meuured for 7 TW  i吋ec凶
i凶。anevacuated ehamber at 5.2 x 10-1τbrr. No enersetic 
electrons above 2 MeV Ic were ob蝿 rvedwhe目 boththe2ω 
ps pulse and the 1 ps pulse were injected ill the evaeua総d
chamber. The momentum spectra of aecelerated electrona 
h回 beeninferred by inte，rating equationl of 3-D electr岨
motion. In a higher momentum tail of the lpectrum， the 
simulation results a四 ing∞dagr健脚ntwith the岨 peri-
mental data points obtained for 8 TW  injection. The data 
obtained from the ev，皿uatedc叩 ditionare凶曲 roughlyin 
agreement with the momentum sp句 trumof injected elec-
trons approximated by a Gaussian distribution. The ・im-
ulation indicat.田 thatinjected el眠 tr叩・ wereacω，lerated 
by the excited pl回 mawave of the peak aecelerating gradi-
ent ofO.7 GeV 1m. An estimate of the number of electr叩 畠

accelera附 upto higher momenta than 2 MeV le relultl 
in何 1∞， Uluming the evacuated data u backgr由und.
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Figure 2: Momentum spectra of accelerated electrons in a
low density plasma.

5 HIGH DENSITY EXPERIMENTS
In the high plasma density experiment we observed sev-
eral data points contributed by electrons accelerated up
to higher momenta than 5 MeV/c when He g u was filled
by the gas-jet injector with the back-pressure of 7.8 atm.
The pulsed g u pressure was calibrated to be 220 Torr for
such back-pressure. This pressure corresponds to a fully
ionized plasma density of 1.5 x 10" cm"1 . The observed
signals are shown in Fig. 3. It is estimated that about
100 of electrons injected into the plasma are trapped and
accelerated up to higher momenta than 5 MeV/c by the
plasma wave. The highest momentum of the accelerated
electrons was 18.0 ± 0.8 MeV/c. The linear plasma fluid
theory can not predict the observed spectrum of acceler-
ated electrons for a rather low power of 3 TW and such
high plasma density. It is suggested thai more efficient
excitation of plasma waves may be caused by highly non-
linear effects. The self-modulation of a laser pulse has been
predicted to excite accelerating electric fields in excess of
100 GV/m around such plasma density[3]. This prediction
is based on two requirements: The pulse length is longer
than the plasma wavelength, L > \f = 8.5/«n, and the
power is greater than the critical power for the relativis-
tic self-focusing, P > Pc a 17(A,/A0)a GW = 1.1 TW.
Both the pulse length and the power was adequate to ex-
cite the self-modulation of a laser pulse in this experiment.
In this plasma density, the acceleration length is limited to
A,(A,/A0)J a 0.6 mm by detuning of accelerated electrons
from the phase velocity of the plasma wave. Then we can
infer the accelerating field gradient of 30 GeV/m.

6 CONCLUSIONS
We report the first test of the laser wakefield acceleration
mechanism. The momentum spectra of accelerates elec-
trons have been well predicted by simulation results in

O 3.7 TW (1 pS). ofl (200 OS)
• 3.7TW(1ps), 15J(200ps)
• 2.8TW(1ps), 14J(200ps)

10 IS
Momentum (M«V/c)

Figure 3: Momentum spectra of accelerated electrons in a
high density plasma.

the linear wakefield regime. In the nonlinear regime we
have observed more energetic electrons accelerated up to
18 MeV/c. It is inferred that the accelerating field exceeds
30 GV/m.
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5 HIGH DENSITY EXPERIMENTS 

In tbe bigb plaam・densityexperiment鴨 ohler刊 dIflV-
eral data pointa contributed by electron. aecelerated up 
to higber momenta tb叩 5MeV/c wben Be 11.8 wu ftUed 
by tbe l'砕~et i吋ectorwitb tbe b叫・抑制uerl 7.8 atm. 
Tbe pulsed，唱preuurewaa calibrated t.o be 220 Torr for 
such back-pressure. Tbis pr輔 urecorreapondaωa fully 
ionized plasma density of 1.5 x 1018 cm-3 . Tbe ob陪 rVed
oignals are abown in Fir;. 3. It ia eatimated tbat about 
100 of electrona iIUected into the plasma are trapped md 
accelerated upωbir;her mClme脚色h組 5MeV/c by tbe 
pl回 mawave. Tbe bighest momentum of tbe accelerated 
electrons wae 18.0土0.8MeVIι. Tbe Iinear pl岨 na8uid 
tbωry c舗 notp目 dicttbe observed spectrum rl acceler-
ated e1ectrons for a rather low power of 3 TW皿 d・uch
higb p¥aema density. It is sugg個 tedtbaL more efficient 
excitation of pl幽 m 嗣咽 maybe c訓.sedby bi&bly non-
line町 efFec&s.Tbe selιmodulati岨 ofa I_r pu¥ae b蝿 h叩

predicted句 exciteacωlerat回r;e1ectric fields in exc_ of 
100 GV 1m around auch plaema den8ity(3). Thi・抑制同

is b岨ed叫 tworequirements: Tbe pul曽 lenr;this Ionpr 
th凶 thepluma wavelength. L > >'p = 8.5.μm.岨 dtbe 
power is Ireater tb皿 thecritical power for tbe rel・.tivis-
tic aelf-foc凶inl・ P~ 九包 11(>'p/>'o)2 GW  = 1.1 TW. 
Both tbe pu¥se lengtb and tbe power waa adequateωex-
cite tbe selιmodulation of a I回 erpu1se in tbio e却 eriment.
In this pl闘 madensity. tbe acceleration Iength ialimited ω 
>'p( >'，1 >'0)2 ~ 0.6 mrn by detunin& of accelerated electrons 
from tbe pb凶 evelocity of th~ pll.8ma wa'刊.Tben we c組
infer tbe acωlerating field gradiell!色。f30GeV/m. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

We開 portthe lirat teat of the加 erwakefie¥d accel<l"・，tion
mecbanism. Tbe momentum spectra of accelera相 jelec-
trollll bave been well predicted by simul・tion悶 iultain 
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tbe lin岨 1wakefteld re&ime. In the nonlineu relIme鴨

bave 伽 ervedmore enerletic electroll!l accelerat岨 upω
18 MeV/c. It ia in伽 redtbat tbe蹴蜘atinl制 dex叫・

30 GV/m. 
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